
Earrings from FIMO
Instructions No. 1818
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 1 hour

Homemade and therefore unique jewellery is becoming more and more popular - because those who create their own
jewellery will wear unique pieces. Beside classic pearl jewellery or self-knotted bracelets, there is the possibility to form
jewellery pendants Modelling clays FIMO belongs to the most popular modelling materials, because it is available in
countless colours, with glitter, gemstone and leather effects and it is very easy to work with.

This is how a bee develops from FIMO a bee

Cut 2 ribs for one bee FIMO in the colour Yellow and form a ball from it.
Divide a rib into Black and try to create a plate as thin as possible with the
modelling roller. Cut off 3 strips of it about 0.5 cm wide, put them around the
yellow balls and try to press them on carefully. You can shorten the
remaining strips accordingly. For the eyes, take again something bFIMOlack
and form two balls, which are also pressed with light pressure into the big
ball 

For the cheeks, you must first mix FIMO white and raspberry to create a light
color. Form again two small balls, which you press flat with your finger.
Attach the cheeks also to the nearly finished bee. With a tingling needle or
another pointed object you can press a mouth into the ball. For the wings
now again something white is needed. This is rolled out to a thin plate. With
the tingling needle or another object, press from the top to the middle of the
plate to form two wings. The upper edges must be rounded off a little bit.
Press your finger in the wings a little more outwards 

Make a second bee this way. Before burning the pendants in the oven, press a strip into each bee from above. The
FIMO The mass is then baked in the oven at 110 °C for 30 minutes. Let everything cool down well.

With a white Permanent markerone you can put white light spots in the eyes. Bring to the ring Ear hole hooks on.

Do you have desire on further pieces of jewellery from ? Here you will find a guide with four more ideas 

Instruction 1812

https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/schmuck-aus-fimo-t2304/


Article number Article name Qty
671293-01 VBS Ring, Ø 5 mm, 150 piecesGold coloured 1
511483 FIMO Acrylic Scooters 1
132497 VBS Prickle needles 1
567725-08 POSCA Marker PC-1MCWhite 1

Article information:
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